
FOUNDATION & INSTITUTIONAL ADVISORY SERVICES
Your Partner in Mission

Join hundreds of purpose-driven organizations by partnering with Bernstein as your investment management 
and operations specialists. We collaborate with you to deliver a comprehensive and customized suite of services 
to meet your specific needs. Our partnership supports your fiduciary role, delivers investment results, measures 
performance with a transparent cost structure, and minimizes administrative burden. We are here so that you can 
focus on what’s most important: Your Mission.

SERVICE OFFERINGS

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

 { Comprehensive suite of low-cost beta to 
alternative portfolios

 { Dynamic risk management

 { Management of short and intermediate-
term reserves

 { Direct access to investment management 
teams and proprietary research

 { 403(b) and Retirement Plan management 
and advice

POLICY AND GOVERNANCE

	{ Investment policy statement

	{ Asset allocation and risk analysis

	{ Gift acceptance policy

	{ Socially responsible investment guidelines

	{ Analyze spending policy

OPERATIONAL SUPPORT

 { Cash-flow monitoring and  
comprehensive reporting

 { Monthly performance returns

 { Website access

 { Work directly with auditors

 { Low-cost access to capital/line of credit

DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT

 { Tailored educational programs

 { Customized analysis

 { Creative partnership opportunities 

 { Planned giving research

Email FulfillingYourMission@bernstein.com to connect with our EFAS team and learn more about how we can support you 
in furthering your mission.

info.Bernstein.com/Fulfilling-Your-Mission

http://info.Bernstein.com/Fulfilling-Your-Mission
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THOUGHT LEADERSHIP
Bernstein is committed to being thought leaders and 

sharing our insights—timely blogs, relevant podcasts, 

and expert research—tailored to address the unique 

interests and challenges of our E&F clients.
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A PARTNER WITH NONPROFITS OF ALL TYPES
We work with fiduciaries at a variety of organizations 
to develop a strategy that is structured for today’s 
investment environment while remaining focused on 
the long-term mission.

Podcasts

Blogs

Research

Our thoughtful partners span a  
variety of focuses, including:
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